KCCi “FREE PHONE SYSTEM ???”

FREE PHONE SYSTEM ??? Is a question, to which the answer is “Well not exactly”. But, in most cases KCCi
is able to provide our business clients with a new state-of-the-art feature rich VoIP telecom solution,
(either a new NEC SL-2100 or NEC SV-9100 phone system, dial-tone & warranty) for the same or less cost
than they, (our client) is paying now for their telco phone lines, taxes, maintenance and Internet.
KCCi’s SoSimple* plan redirects the savings in telco costs to help cover a faster and more efficient Internet
performance. KC’s SoSimple plan provides a financing program that’s usually not available for small &
medium sized clients, nevertheless the concept delivers a rapid ROI. [*Certain conditions apply.]
WOW! Tell Me More About KCCi’s SoSimple?
A simple way for KCCi Customers to finance new state-of-the-art VoIP phone system, with increased technology,
enhanced Internet speeds, with a 60-month warranty, while utilizing the cost savings of KC’s SIP Trunk services.

Benefits:
• Provides significantly improved cost savings to the
customer.
• Provides a financing program that is usually
unobtainable for small/medium system sales.
• Provides our Customers with a new state of the art
solution for the same or less cost than they are paying
now.
• Provides the opportunity for our Customers to
redirect their savings in Telco, (including tax) costs to a
more efficient Internet and/or Data connection.
• Provides our Customers with a superior hardware
warranty than what they would usually get.

Just a Few SIP Trunking Benefits
 Disaster Recovery options, unlimited concurrent calling, virtual telephone number availability, flexible number
routing, eliminate expensive traditional voice circuits. redirect savings in Telco costs, (including tax)to a much
better Internet and/or Data connection, number portability (keep all your existing phone numbers).
 Eliminate the need for expensive hardware necessary to send IP voice over the PSTN (Public Switched Telephone
Network), inbound caller ID (for a nominal fee).
 SIP trunking significantly reduces long distance calling charges compared to traditional rates.
 Unlimited local and long distance calling in the contiguous United States.
 Fully compliant with FCC E911 regulations, completely reliable and redundant network.
 Completely reliable and redundant network.
 White pages listing & Operator services.
 Inbound caller ID (for a nominal fee).

Call KCCi, Because Business is on the Line!

(888) KC-4-NEXT

